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&lt;Modes of design&gt;



bäd design: a discussion about ethics and design

I chose the title bäd design as a form of critique on how, in the field of design, it is

more common to associate the terms good or bad with its communicability or

concept instead of their significance to ethics. Why is this so when the more common

connotation for good and bad in our lives, outside of design, is about if something is

right or wrong?

This observation feels to me almost like in our pursuit of creation, some of us have

lost sight of how designers are only a subset of society. And as part of the society,

ethics should come first; therefore the subtitle: a discussion about ethics and design,

with emphasis on the order. The umlaut in the title is a reference to Häagen-Dazs,

which is one of the most well known examples of fraudulent branding practice and

also part of my research in this project.



Packaging concept

My approach involves a promotional packaging for a tobacco company because I

wanted to use this opportunity to put into practice the topic I explored in my

dissertation. The prospective job at a tobacco company is a commonly used example

to focus the issue of ethics in design in my experience, thus I felt its iconic visual

could be turned into an object of contemplation.

Of all the tobacco brands, I find that the Lucky Strike concept very appealing but is not

as distinct and as internationally recognisable as the visual language that Marlboro

has instilled; even with non-smokers like myself. Going with the Marlboro styled



packaging allows more people to identify the project quicker and this paradox of it

being familiar but also unusual will hopefully invoke curiosity and thus promote

interaction.

Taking cues from oversized packaging that products like Tic-Tac or Toblerone

typically creates for promotional purposes, I began to examine the effects of taking

something familiar and simply making a huge version of it. Immediately, the product

appears more light-hearted because it has a nostalgic effect. With smaller hands as a

child, everything felt bigger and this strategy replicates that emotional experience. As

children, we also commonly associated larger than usual objects to be impressive and

therefore more desirable. By applying this amusement park insight onto packaging

for cigarettes, I hope to present the fault in applying creative thinking in the absence

of ethics.

From a user journey perspective, I have always enjoyed book covers which true

meaning can only be accessed with insights from the book; I see this as symbolic of

the reader having gained a new perspective after reading. I wanted to replicate this

experience in my project and the cigarette box was an appropriate choice here again

because the associations we make mentally will suggest to an observer a certain set of

expectations before reading the dissertation. But after reading it, they will

understand the discussed topic better and make the observations mentioned in the

previous paragraphs. This misdirection is also something discussed within the

dissertation, and its use in my project is intended to raise discussions about its ethical

considerations.

The larger size also allows the publication to be housed inside the box. This

integration is important in unifying the whole experience of the project. It also

reiterates the notion of going beyond the superficial because the reader needs to

literally look inside to access the true contents of this project.



Publication concept

I chose to go with a publication to convey the ideas of this project because I wanted

something physical that could serve as a visual reminder to reinforce them. This is

not to say that ethics is less important in the digital space, but that we consume a lot

of content online these days, and in my opinion, I do not think we retain as much as

we would like to because of the sheer volume and speed at which we go through

them.

Reading and interacting with a physical object is definitely a more engaging

experience because we get to touch it by opening the box, flipping it around, turning

the pages, etc.



I also wanted to create a very commercial outcome where it could easily be massproduced for 2 reasons. Firstly, it would open up the possibility of rapidly spreading

the ideas discussed; and hopefully with some refinement in the content, it could be

similar to a guidebook or manifesto. A sculpture or performative piece would not be

as easy to distribute, thus limiting its reach significantly. As discussed in the

dissertation, this issue is not one that can be resolved with a small group; the more

people we have behind this, the better chance we have of turning this around.

Secondly, I believe that most designers would be working in a commercial

environment, so a commercial outcome would be more relatable and convincing.

The discussion on ethics is continued with the visuals on the publication cover, which

features paraphernalia such as matches and cigarettes. Cigarettes are what one would

expect in such a box and here it is visually represented but again. It also raises more

ethical questions: are we promoting the habit by stylising it visually?

I felt that the Coptic stitch binding method would be appropriate with its bare and

exposed aesthetic to continue juggling the secondary conversational themes on

transparency, introspection and social behaviour. Plus it has the added benefit of

being able to be opened flat for a less cumbersome reading experience.

Since this is a relatively short publication, I decided that page numbers were not the

most effective way of getting to the sections of the book. Instead, I came up with a

colour-coded system where the first page of each section has a unique coloured ‘dogear’. To use it, one simply has to refer to the contents page to learn the assigned

colour and locate it by scanning the top right edge of the book.

A large portion of this project was handmade: the padding in the box, the oversized

cigarette packaging and the binding of the book. What I could not make was the

oversized lighter, which comes with the project. They come in a set that can be

displayed together.
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&lt;Dissertation&gt;



Introduction



“Yeah, yeah, but your scientists were so preoccupied with whether

or not they could that they didn’t stop to think if they should.”

– Dr. Ian Malcolm in Jurassic Park



From my experience, it seems natural to jump into a discussion of aesthetics or

communicability when engaging with a project. Ethics and purpose often comes in

later, if at all, which is an indicator of our priorities as designers and is something

worth some honest introspection.

Over the past 2 years of lectures, debates and canteen exchanges at Central Saint

Martins, the message that our ‘great’ power demanding great responsibility is

probably one of my most significant lessons learnt.

Like those before me, I came here seeking means to advance myself but it has dawned

on me that becoming a better designer involves neither polishing that creative bulb,

nor simply honing those pixel-pushing reflexes. I realised that, in order to take my

craft further, I need to be asking ‘why’ more often than ‘how’.

In my second year, I worked with two friends on what started as a typical brief but

later resulted in the three of us facilitating one of the Design &amp; Interaction (D&amp;I)

debates. The topic of ethics crept into the room and raised the question, “How much

money would it take to convince you to do creative work for a tobacco company?”

Even though our initial objective was to get everyone contributing and debating the

subject, I recall thinking that it was still a job and as a professional I would definitely

accept the job as long as it pays well.



Some shared my opinion but others were adamant that no amount of money would

convince them to lift a finger in service of such establishments. I recall that was when

things quickly escalated with the next question, “What about an abortion facility?”

This sparked in my mind a seed of guilt that has been growing ever since; how had I

not considered this before?

In the weeks to come, reminders of my short-sightedness hit me in waves. A tutor

threw a, “perhaps there’s more to gain in design than money” at me and countless

other comments with regards to social implications of the projects became more

noticeable at critiques.

As these experiences piled up, I began to notice and also critique commercial work in

a different light. I realised that ethically ambiguous content is more commonplace

than I had expected and that creative people, not unlike my friends and graduating

peers, must have been behind the majority of it.

Is it possible that these people have yet to realise the impact of their contributions? Or

are they aware but just indifferent or even wilful purveyors? This is a topic that I feel

is relevant to any designer, but especially so in our formative years in school before

we embark on our potentially game-changing careers.

Bäd design aims to be a creative piece of writing that will open up more conversations

about ethics in design.



Our relationship with brands



“All that glisters is not gold.”

– William Shakespeare



While universal truth is seldom the objective of communication design, certain fields

are more notable for stretching the boundaries of truth more than others. Branding

and advertising is one such example. While not part of the ‘advertising is lies’ lynch

mob, I have noticed several brands that were certainly ‘not all that meets the eye’.



Fig 1. The TWG tea logo.



The first point of visual contact we have with a brand is most often is logo, thus I felt

this was a suitable point to begin analysing it. Firstly, 1837 is easily misconstrued as a

reference to the year the company was established, when in fact, TWG tea was formed

over a century later in 2007. According to their website, marking the year 1837 on

their logo is a form of celebration of when the island of Singapore became a trading

post for teas, spices and other fine epicurean products. (TWG Tea Company Pte Ltd,

2015) My personal interpretation of this is that TWG is trying to inject heritage into

their brand story. To form an impression in the minds of consumers that they have

existed for a long time and thus their product comes along with esteemed tradition

and knowledge.

The tone of lettering, colours and graphic elements suggest extensive heritage and

brings to mind vignettes of steam locomotives, filled with the most decadent

tableware, chugging through open green pastures. And the packaging design, while

in tune with the entire spirit of the brand, elevates the luxurious old-world feel with

vibrant colours and serif-typefaces. However, one might argue that this is form of

commercialised nostalgia: an aesthetic plucked from our collective past, bottled into

a modern brand and sold back to masses.



Fig 2. TWG Tea packaging design.



Fig 3. TWG retail design in Singapore



Although its logo is adorned with French descriptors, the company was established in

Singapore. It worth noting that post British colonisation, Japanese occupation, the

th



merger and separation from Malaysia, Singapore declared its independence on 9 August

1965 and subsequently selected English as its Lingua Franca, not French. While is it not

uncommon nor illegal for companies to adopt foreign culture into their branding, this

decision comes across as cultural appropriation. This raises several questions about the

intentions of such companies.

1.



Do they feel that their local culture is not appealing enough to represent the

foundations on which their company was established?



2.



What is the threshold beyond which we as a society will consider an implanted

culture as disingenuous?



3.



And does this offer a glimpse into the state of the values held by such a company?



While the answers to these questions will undoubtedly differ upon individual

perspective, I would like to encourage contemplation on this subject during the next trip

to the supermarket or shopping mall.

‘Melanges Exquis’ translates into ‘Exquisite blends’ and ‘Millésimes D’Exception’ means

‘Exceptional Vintage’. These are familiar in the descriptions of fine wines, which leads

one to deduce that TWG is trying to elevate its product to a similar premium status. Just

like an exquisite vintner would describe the quiet backwater setting and the steep slopes

of rocky terraces that line their epic vineyard to distinguish itself from the rows of £5

bottles on the shelves at Tesco, TWG seeks to elevate the exotic nature of its product by

endorsing itself with such lingo. All their efforts in branding, packaging and retail design

convene to create a narrative, which allows its consumers to indulge in moments of brief

reprieve from the present-day hustle and bustle as they partake in their teacup serving of

escapism.

Singapore promotes itself as a multi-cultural nation which may have led founders Manoj

M. Murjani, of Indian descent, and Taha Bouqdib, French of Moroccan descent (possibly

explaining the French found in the branding) to choose this little red dot to build their

luxury tea empire. According to an interview with Mr Murjani, TWG sold 650 tons of tea

(worth USD $30 million) in its first full year of operations, turning profitable in 2009.

(Tan, 2009)

As of this writing, TWG tea has vastly expanded and now has distributors or outlets in

China, Hong Kong, Japan, Morocco, United Kingdom and United States of America and

many other territories outside of Singapore. (TWG Pte Ltd, 2015) It is not difficult to

gather that much of its success comes from, other than its product, its highly engineered

and designed brand image and story. While lucrative, where do we draw the line between

an effective advertising strategy and inauthenticity? In this case, it seems that they are

merely different sides of a coin. And to realise that this simultaneous triumph and



craftiness was achieved by a piece of design, puts into perspective the potential impact a

designer’s creation might have on society and weight of their moral disposition.

The practical graphic designer in me would love to hold TWG Tea up like Simba to all my

fellow designers. After all, most of my research and analysis of this brand points to it

being a commercially successful company, fuelled by creativity and design. My previous

employer used to say that, “Creativity is pointless if it doesn’t make the cash register

ring.” While easily taken out of context, this surely qualifies. And if I were part of the

creative team behind TWG Tea, I would definitely be patting myself on the back and

enjoying an exorbitantly priced cup of tea.

Looking beyond its impeccable façade however, its branding components come across as

superficial and hollow because there is a gap between their true origins and that which

they claim to be. Perhaps to inquire into the origins of things is the natural instinct of a

species in turmoil over its own. But it is also worth contemplating if it really matters if a

company is really from where it says it is.

It may matter more to some because of instilled ethical guidelines and the expectancy of

reciprocal honesty and sincerity from their environment. Whether this expectation is illconceived or not, I experienced an overwhelming sensation of deceit that was echoed by

the 85.71% of others I shared this case study with (Refer to Appendix 1). The overall

sentiments from the participants of my survey were that they felt this was misleading

because, although not illegal, this strategy was subverting the common practice of

displaying the year on a logo in accordance to a company’s establishment.



	
  

Fig 4. Bacardi logo, featuring the year 1862.

Fig 5. Prada logo, featuring the year 1912.

Fig 6. De Palma motif, featuring the year 1972.

Fig 7. Patagonia motif, featuring the year 1973.
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